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About This Game

You have been selected for active service in the Commandos Corps, and must now mobilize in a series of 8 new dangerous
missions. You may come with experience of action 'Behind Enemy Lines' or perhaps you are just a rookie - whatever you are,

you will be given the opportunity to push your daring and tactical ability to the limit. As the leader of a small elite unit operating
deep within enemy territory, you will experience new challenges and goals with these new missions. Plus new vehicles,

buildings, weapons and 2 levels of difficulty will satisfy both Commandos veterans and new recruits.

Distract and confuse the enemy soldiers by throwing stones and cigarette boxes.

Kidnap German soldiers, destroy train-mounted artillery and sabotage prototype aircraft.

Eliminate opponents from considerable distance with the Enfield long-range weapon.

Two new characters; a female member of the Dutch resistance, and a Major from the Yugoslav Partisan forces.

Use ether, handcuffs, a club or your own fists to subdue the enemy.
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A fun but short platformer that offers a good challenge without making things frustrating.. A nice challanging indie game to
pass the time but nothing special.. Love it! Its awesome to see some hostorically accurate skins in the game. i love that they
added the Birmingham Blitz, a rare and not very known part of WW2 bomber history. GOTY edition coming out?.
quot;Awesome, I just amassed 4 infantry platoons! Time to leave base!" *2 seconds later, enemy artillary kills all of them*. the
game was fun but sometimes I thought I was actually in school, still a good game though.
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Not worth the money. Note that I wrote this during early access. Buy Space Pirate Trainer instead. The difference, is that SPT
has more gun options, better graphics, is cooler, and you don't have to run around a city looking for robots. In CyberThreat, if
your hands touch something, either you move, or it moves, in a confusing way, making it hard to use this movment feature.
There is no reloading in CyberThreat. This game just isn't fun. There are just much better things to spend your money on. I
wouldn't play this if it were free.. Would this be one of my top three Nancy Drew games? No. But do I recommend it? Yes. The
location is quite nice as the Lodge feels cozy and it is fun doing snow related tasks.

The only things one may not like is the compulsory maid duties like making meals.

The puzzles are varied, the guests are interesting and overall this is a solid Nancy Drew game.. Ill sum up what the game shows
since the bugs and design of the game make it nearly unplayable

god is♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off at mankind because they all suck
god kills them all except one guy, zoah
zoah walked with god and god says that if he gathers all the shiny things in the wasteland he will be rewarded
god sends him to the wasteland to get the shiny things
while gathering the shiny things he sees carvings on stone of people shooting each other with guns
finds god, that looks like some space probe
god analyses his body, receives the shiny things he has already collected, and sends him back into the wasteland
back in the wasteland he finds a futuristic bike
more carvings on stone, this time about humans being trapped in cages by some "monsters", then being consumed
zoah goes through a lot of dangerous dungeons and finds some shiny things
after each shiny thing he is teleported to god
deep inside a dungeon he finds a space ship, similar to god
under the ship there are a lot of eggs containing those "monsters"
zoah has to fight one of those "monsters" with a lightsaber
then proceeds to attempt escaping
the whole place is trying to kill him
he manages to escape and sees a ladder (jacob's ladder maybe?) with the last shiny thing and god on the front
zoah sees god one last time and now that he has all the shiny things he is to be rewarded
he is teleported to a nice place with a woman in front of him
starts a family with her

*I presumed that the spaceship is god because of the steam card. Worst anti cheat from the worst company. What's not to love.
BiGG might have lost weight but the client became♥♥♥♥♥♥right around the time JaguaR decided to make some side bitcoin
cash for his silkroad purchases.. Simple and straightforward
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